To register a Limited account as a vendor in the Periscope Supplier to Government (S2G)
network and set up a successful profile, please follow these steps (unless linking from a
specific Government Agency's registration page, then please skip to Step 2):
1. Navigate to the Periscope S2G Limited registration page by going to:
https://prod.bidsync.com/bidsync-basic
2. Enter the email address you’ll use for this account. The system will determine if this
email address is already associated with an existing account:

3. Once your email address is confirmed as not already registered, enter in the rest of
your user information:

4. Enter in demographic information and check the box indicating agreeance and
understanding to the Terms and Conditions of use:

5. An email is sent with a link to verify your email address and begin setting up your
business profile:

6. Once the link is clicked, a new browser tab opens to verify the token sent:

7. If you wait too long and your token expires, you will be prompted to enter your email
address for Periscope S2G to resend the Registration Completion email with a new
token:

8. Once your address is verified, set your password and continue into setting up your
profile:

9. Please follow all password requirements:

10. The tool recognizes when you have met all the appropriate
parameters/requirements, indicated by the green checkmarks:

11. The first part in setting up your business profile is identifying the company with
which you are associated. As you type in a company name, the system will attempt
to determine if your company already exists in the system:

12. If you are joining an already established organization, a request is sent to the account
administrator to approve adding you as a company user, which also provides the
admin user the option of adding any purchased subscription licenses to your user:

13. If the company information is accurate, verifying both the Company Name and
Address, click Send Request in the bottom right-hand corner in order to progress to
the next step of your account setup:

14. If you are the first person from your company registering an account, please make
sure you enter unique company information that does not already exist in the
Periscope S2G system. Note that this solution services businesses throughout the
United States and it is possible another company incorporated in a different state
may have a name very similar to yours. When creating a new company, please
provide all pertinent company information. Users creating a company are
considered the administrator of the entire account and will manage requests from
future users to join the company (as indicated in Step 12):

15. Once your account is active, you'll be prompted to provide additional details about
your company which is used to identify meaningful opportunities:

16. Part of your profile set-up is identifying Sales Territories across the company from
where you would like to receive notifications and where you're willing to do
business.
To select all States in the US, choose the first option; for the US and all Canadian
provinces, choose the second option:

To identify specific states or provinces, select the last option and click Select
States/Provinces:

It defaults to a map of the US, but using the list above, you can select a map of
Canada or use the List format to identify the areas where you're willing to do
business:

As a State/Province is selected, it will highlight in Orange. Once you've identified all
the States for which you want to receive notifications (and the default for running
manual searches), click Save to finish:

Remember, the Sales Territories will be default selected every time you log into the
S2G tool. The Account preferences allow you to make permanent changes that
update your notifications and pre-load these settings when searching manually in
the tool. You can always adjust your searches to include different areas and
keywords that don't impact the notifications or the defaults in your Bid Profile.

17. Next, it's time to start teaching the tool the types of bids your business is interested
in by adding keywords about your company to improve the precision of the
opportunities you see when searching in the system and subsequent Bid
Notification emails. Keywords can consist of multiple terms (e.g. "parking lot," "bus
parts," "mechanical engineering," etc.) or single words (e.g. "fleet," "engine,"
"condenser," etc.). Multiple terms entered together, or single words entered alone,
operate like specific phrases the tool uses to search through the Titles and
Summaries of each posted solicitation:

18. Once at least three (3) keywords have been entered, the tool presents a sampling of
bids that match the keywords with diminishing levels of precision. Scroll down to
review the samples of available bids and verify the relevant accuracy of your
keyword selections. Then return above to make adjustments by revising existing
keywords through adding or deleting, or identifying negative keywords used to
eliminate some of the results not pertinent to your organization. The S2G Solution is
learning from you how best to convey the most relevant matches:

19. Scrolling down the sample list of bids, those which the tool identifies as a best match
for the relevancy of your keywords will be at the top of the list. Bids with a less
precise match, which may not be 100% exact (or only loosely related), are
categorized as “Excellent Match,” “Possible Match,” or “Not Likely a Match,” are
presented lower in the list:

While a minimum of three (3) keywords are required to progress through the Bid
Profile setup, add as many pertinent keywords to help the tool more precisely learn
about which types of bids to notify you. The results containing the highest precision
matches are present at the top of your list, and those containing fewer will trickle
through the bottom. Bids are presented using the following classifications, in
decreasing level of match precision: "Best Match"; "Excellent Match"; "Possible
Match"; and, "Not Likely a Match".
20. Now select any NIGP Code(s) appropriate to classify your industry.

We recommend clicking "Use Keywords in My Profile" to help assist in a keyword
search through the list of NIGP Code options. When you've found an applicable code,
select the PLUS (+) symbol to add it to your profile. At least one code must be
chosen, though you can add as many as needed. Once completed, select Save &
Continue.

21. Once you’ve finished, you can begin using the Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down function
to teach the tool in order to improve and Increase Bid Relevancy of your search
results and notifications.
Based on your keywords, correlating bid titles are displayed with the option below
to select Thumbs Upon confirmed relevant opportunities and Thumbs Down on
non-applicable bids you would not like to see in notifications or searches:

22. After the 5th bid result, the initial Bid Profile is complete. Further options include: A
link to the Bid List (to take a look at the available bids in the system which match up
to your previously chosen keywords or to use filtering options to run a manual

search); a link to further tune bid relevancy again (going through 5 more samples
with the same Thumbs options); and, a link to continue setting up your business
profile with commodity codes to help index your organization for Agency users to
locate your business in the system:

23. Similar functionality is found within the search pages. Using the Thumbs
Up/Down feature, continue to teach the tool which bids are the most relevant to
you and improve the notifications sent directly to your inbox as you peruse the Bid
List:

24. Selecting the Bid List is the same experience for future logging into the system. By
default, the opened page displays the Bid List. Many pages include a link to return to
the Bid List in the upper left-hand corner. You can also navigate using the icons in
the upper right-hand corner. Select the first icon to access the Bid List:

25. From the sub-list, select the appropriate list you want to open (the same list options
are available across the top of the Bid List page):

•
•
•

New For You = Bids which match your profile, specific to your keywords and
activity, pulled from solicitations posted within the last 10 days.
Your Saved Bids = Any bids previously selected as bids of interest, or "starred,"
are stored here for future reference.
All Bids = Opens a general search query with current keywords pre-selected to
look through all active and open bids.

26. When selecting “All Bids,” the “Filter” option opens from the left to narrow down
search results:

27. The keywords selected during the set-up process (or any future changes made to
them in your Bid Profile) will automatically be selected in the filters. These,
however, can be removed or adjusted as needed. Remember that keywords can be
multiple terms long (e.g. "parking lot," "bus parts," "mechanical engineering," etc.)
or simple terms (like "fleet," "engine," "condenser," etc.). Multiple terms operate like
specific phrases the tool uses to search through the Titles and Descriptions of each
posted solicitation. Click the up/down arrow on the right to open different sections:

The Keywords section can also be used to search NIGP Classification codes assigned
to bids. As the tool attempts to pull relevant bids, results differ depending on which
solicitations are currently posted in the system:

As an example, searching for the NIGP code “913-50” returns current street
construction project bids using that code at the top of the relevancy list; however,
the code search isn’t isolated to NIGP, but still searches through Bid Titles, Bid
Summaries, and Bid Numbers:

If there are no exact matches, the system explores other potential matches and
expands the search through the 3-digit code if any are available or codes starting
with the same number (such as just focusing on 913 from the same example):

Results include other full 5-digit varieties in the results (such as bids using NGIP
Code 913-47, or 913-56, etc., which are still construction related, or again if there
aren’t any currently posted bids using the same 3-digit code, then 936-72 or 979-46,
etc. could be included pulling from active listings):

If using an invalid code number (that isn’t assigned to a commodity (e.g. 930)), the
returned results are not able to match, so the resulting search will include the
closest approximation to other NIGP numbers used in currently active solicitations
as well as any matches from bid titles, bid summaries, and bid numbers:

To use the search feature to its maximum effectiveness, use alpha-character
keywords. If looking for keyword term suggestions, use the NIGP Code section to
gain access to the code descriptions (as seen below in Step 27-32).
To filter by States/Provinces, turn on the filter first by clicking the blue slide bar (it
will turn gray):

Type in the selection or use the drill down method to find the appropriate region.
Whether written or clicked, select Plus (+) to finish adding this filter:

By default, initial searches browse through current or live bids. Similar in function
to States/Provinces, to peruse previous or closed bids, choose that section and click
the slide bar to turn the filter on. Then select from pre-configured time frames or
customize a specific period:

Select Search at the bottom to run a search using your selected active filters.
To save past searches for future use or storing different filtering combinations, click
on Save Search and then uniquely name the search for easy identification later:

To open up previously saved searches, click in the upper right-hand corner under
the main three (3) icons to access a drop down:

Then simply select from the saved history:

28. To change the default keywords, NIGP Codes, or Sales Territories, access them by
navigating to the icons in the upper right-hand corner. Select the third icon for
Account preferences:

29. From the sub-list, select Bid Profile:

30. This section can also be used to turn off notifications.
31. To edit/add/change the NIGP Codes, select the Pencil icon on the right:

32. Use specific keywords (or NIGP code numbers) to filter for specific results. Click Use
Keywords in My Profile to list available NIGP Codes based on the keywords you
selected during registration. If desired, you can drill down through the NIGP Code
categories by clicking on the triangles to open the main categories to view the subcategories and then the 5-digit NIGP Codes:

33. Click the Plus (+) to add NIGP Codes to your Profile. Click X to remove codes you do
not want associated with your profile. Once completed, click Save to confirm the
changes you want made to your profile.
Remember, NIGP Codes will not impact your notifications or your keyword searches
for available bid opportunities. These are used to index your company within the
S2G Solution for Agencies to use and identify you by industry and help increase your
exposure for business opportunities.
You can use the NIGP code descriptions included in this section as a guideline when
choosing keywords for your Bid Profile. NIGP Codes and their descriptions are both
usable when running a manual search using the filters to narrow down results in
the All Bids section and can be combined with other keywords and other codes. The
more keywords used, the tighter the tool attempts to match.
34. Any time a tweak or adjustment is needed to your main keywords or to the NIGP
Codes on your profile, revisit these account settings as needed.

35. To edit/add/change the Sales Territories, select the Pencil icon on the right and
follow the same steps as indicated during the initial profile setup:

36. Any time a tweak or adjustment is needed to the Keywords, NIGP Codes, or Sales
Territories, revisit these account settings as needed.

